A stereo matching strategy that involves the usage of structural description from the image is proposed. This structural matching strategy is to address the problem of image features that undergo occlusion and also the missing feature situation. The description of the image scene is done by the construction of a relational graph that described the relationship among image primitives. Consequently, the matching problem is to match two structural descriptions, which is represented by a relational graph. The matching between these relational graphs is determined by comparing these structures using graph theory. The best available match between these relational graphs can be determined by finding the best maximal clique in an association graph.
INTRODUCTION
Image matching is the process of identifying and establishing the matching between corresponding positions in the image data, which are cast by the same physical point in the real scene. It is an integral part of numerous tasks in computer vision, such as recovering 3D structure from stereo images (Ohta, et. al. 1985 , Trapp, et. al. 1988 , Zhang, et. al. 2001 , or from image sequences of moving scene (Liu, et. al. 1992 , Polefeys, 1999 . Those applications may involve different approaches, but virtually all these works, shared the same basic aim of image matching. In this paper, we would like to present an approach that intends to solve the stereo matching problem, which is to match corresponding points in the images of the scene to establish a local triangulation.
Numerous image-matching algorithms have been proposed, which can roughly be classified into two categories: the area-based (template) matching and feature matching. Area-based matching correlates grey level template as the matching primitives. In the feature-based approach, salient image primitives like points or edges are extracted. Its corresponding features in the other image are searched by enforcing some constraints and then finally verified using some similarity scheme. Most of these feature based matching methods narrow down the number of possible matches for each feature by enforcing certain constraints on feasible matches. Viewing geometry parameters such as epipolar constraint or analytical constraint control the searching of matching candidates. These methods are fast because only a small subset of the image pixels are used, but may fail if the image primitives cannot be reliably detected in the images. Sometimes, feature based method cannot address well in the problem of occlusion, missing features, feature extraction, or other similar problem domain.
The approach we propose in this paper aims at exploiting a structural (graph) matching to particularly handling the dissimilarity between image features due to occlusion or missing features. We first represent the image data as relational graph and later match using graph matching between these relational graphs. The best available match between relational graphs can be determined by finding the best maximal clique in the association graph.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we review some efforts related to the feature-based matching, focusing on some commonly used matching constraints. Epipolar constraint is commonly applied to reduce the search space for potential matching candidates from two dimensional to one dimensional (Horaud, et. al. 1989) . This epipolar constraint is vital in reducing ambiguity problems and computation cost. Other commonly used constraint is similarity constraint, in which the matching features must have similar or highly correlated attributes values. Uniqueness or exclusion constraint is also used as it imposes restrictions to a given feature in one image; where it can only be matched with a single feature from the other image (i.e. one-to-one mapping) (Pla, et. al. 1997) . In some cases, after an initial matching, some procedures are used to remove ambiguous matches and later propagate other correct match candidates to its nearby features (Zhang, et. al. 2001 , Pla, F., et. al. 1997 , Zhang, et. al. 1992 ). The feature-based matching may be integrated with hierarchical or global matching technique, such as "coarse to fine" multi-resolution matching strategies (Pla et. al. 1997 ) and relaxation matching (Strickland, et. al. 1992 ).
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Feature Extraction and Feature Grouping
Feature extraction is a key step to derive the structural descriptions of each image to be match. It is basically comprised of edge detection, edge thinning and edge linking to form a straight-line segment. Edge elements are extracted from each image and later linked or grouped together to form a line segment. The result of feature extraction gives the basis to obtain structural descriptions of the images, which later used to construct relational graph.
Construction of the Relational Graph
There will be a total of two relational graphs that each constructed from the two stereo images to be matched. In each relational graph, the feature extraction image is cast into structural description in terms of line features (line segments), feature attributes, and relationships between nearby features. In relational graph, the set of line features that resulted from feature extraction may be represented by a set of nodes and a network of pointers, where each node represents a line with its attributes and each pointer represents a relation between two nearby lines. There can be a variety of relations to represent with the pointers in relational graph ( Figure 2 ). The construction of relational graph from the extracted image line features is best showed with the example in Figure 1 and Figure 2 (Horaud, R, et. al. 1989) . Figure 1 (b)), respectively. Obviously, the left and right line structures to be matched are not identical (isomorphic). Part of the left structure, as shown in Figure 1 (a), is occluded. Besides, some lines are broken into pieces in one image, but not in the other image. Here, the stereo matching problem between image features is cast into a double sub-graph isomorphism problem, where the matching between two relational graphs that are not identical can be solved in an association graph (Section 3.3). (1), right of (2), same junction as (3), and collinear with (4). (1), right of (2), same junction as (3), and collinear with (4).
Construction of the Association Graph
To perform the graph matching between the two relational graphs, an association (correspondence) graph needs to be constructing from two relational graphs. The association graph cast the matching process into a mapping function between the left set of elements and right set of elements, while preserves the compatibilities of relations between features. We take an instance from Figure 1 and Figure 2 , l 1 and l 4 are the two left features, r c and r e are two corresponding right features; while R 14 represents the relation between l 1 and l 4 (i.e. left-of) and R ce represents the relation between r c and r e (i.e. left of). The matching is carried out as a mapping function of left element l 1 to right element r c (l 1 → r c ) and of left element l 4 to right element r e (l 4 → r e ), and must satisfy some conditions:
(1) The relation R 14 between l 1 and l 4 must be compatible with relation R ce between r c and r e , (2) The mapping is one-to-one, i.e. each feature in the left image is assigned to a single feature in the right image.
To satisfy the first condition, we apply an association graph to search the best available mapping between the set of left and right elements while preserves the compatibilities of relations between features. For second condition, some geometric constraints such as epipolar constraint to find a list of potential corresponding features in the right image for each feature in the left image.
These potential pairs of left-to-right matching, i.e. the matching between l 1 and r c (l 1 → r c ) and the matching between l 4 and r e (l 4 → r e ), are then represented by set of nodes in a association graph (Figure 3) (Horaud, et. al. 1989) . Take an instance from the example, the matching pair (l 1 → r c ) is represented by node (m 1c ), and the matching pair (l 4 → r e ) is represented by node (m 4e ) in the association graph. As we can see from the association graph (Figure 3) , when the relation R 14 between l 1 and l 4 is compatible with relation R ce between r c and r e , which both the relations are the same "left of" relations, an arc is linked between node (m 1c ) and node (m 4e ). We called these mutually linked or connected nodes in the association graph as a maximal clique.
Therefore, in the end of association graph building process, there will be a number of maximal cliques which constitute of different combination of mutually connected nodes, which own compatible relations among each other (Figure 3 ). The largest maximal clique with the largest set of mutually connected nodes in the association graph will provide the largest number of feature matching pairs with compatibility of relations. Hence, the largest maximal clique can be regarded as the best available solution of the matching between two stereo images. In other word, stereo matching becomes equivalent to searching for the largest set of mutually compatible nodes or largest maximal clique in this association graph.
Of course, in practice, a compatible relation is not necessary in order to indicate the 'exactly' same relations. Relations between two nodes can be regarded as compatible when it satisfies some predefined evaluation criteria or rules. Also, in practice, the largest set of mutually compatible nodes (largest maximal clique) is not necessary to give the best solution. Commonly, a cost function is assigned to each maximal clique and the best maximal clique is selected based on cost function, in order to determine the best available match. 
RESULT OF EXPERIMENT
The structural-based technique proposed in this paper applied to match some stereo images. The experiment has been done using fourteen (14) 
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Association graph is constructed from both the left and right relational graph.
The resulted association graph has 68 nodes and 257 arcs, as shown in Figure 4 the right image, and so forth. However, the matching result shows that mismatch case is not occurred at all. This observation shows that the structural information is plausible to reduce the ambiguity in image matching. For structural-based image matching, again 14 samples of image are used. The structural-based matching technique is set of rules and procedures to accomplish image matching by taking into account the structural descriptions of image. Here, structural information of an image is described in terms of the line features and its properties and inter-line relationships.
The derivation of structural descriptions is a consequence of edge detection and line segment fitting, line labelling and the derivation of relationship between two neighbouring lines and relational graph representation. Some information about the relational graphs that represent the structural descriptions, derived from the left and right feature images is given in Table 2 .
The density of adjacency matrix of a relational graph ρ is the number of non-zero elements nnz divided by the total number of matrix elements nElnt.
The density act as a rough indicator of the richness of structural descriptions derived from the left and right feature image and is represented by the relational graph. The matrices with low density indicate that the inter-line relationship that successfully derived by the structural description module is relatively in low quantity.
Here, the incorporation of inter-line relationship, ordering (to the left of-to the right of or to the top of-to the bottom of), intersection and colinearity is to impose some spatial constraints to the feature matching process. The relationship is useful in assisting the feature-matching algorithm to prune away false matching candidates as well as to reduce matching ambiguities whenever in the foregoing problematic circumstances.
Our experiments have verified that the incorporation of structural information is applicable and reasonable to reduce the dependence on the quality of the image, the performance of feature extraction and the quality of extracted feature. The experimental results have demonstrated that the proposed technique is not constrained much by the foregoing problems, and work reasonably with two descriptions that are not likely to have a strict oneto-one correspondence at the feature extraction level, as can observed from the edge detection and edge tracing images. The results also demonstrate that the structural information compensate for the bad effect that may cause by the foregoing problems, at least to certain extent. As we can observe from the matching result, false match case is not occurring and the number of false matched lines is relatively in a very small quantity compared to the number of matched lines. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a structural-based image matching technique is presented. The procedures consist of the interpretation of the structural descriptions of an image, then representing the derived structural descriptions in relational graph and finally perform relational graph matching in an association graph, to accomplish image matching. The study on structural descriptions of a feature image has contributed to the specifications of structural descriptions of an image in order to facilitate the relational graph representation and graph matching. The structural information is described in terms of feature, feature's properties and relationship between features. With respect to this, we have developed set of rules and procedures to detect line features and inter-line relation exists in an image. The inter-line relations focused in this study are ordering, co-linearity, and intersection. Structural descriptions derived from an image are represented by a relational graph. The structural descriptions are representing as network of nodes and arcs in the relational graph. In the resulted relational graph, each node represents a line feature of the image, with its attached properties and arc (if exist) is inserted between any two nodes to represent the relationship between lines.
The study on deriving structural descriptions of an image to represent in relational graph and incorporating structural information into image matching has contributed to the structural-based image matching technique. Between two relational graphs, image matching is carried out to search for the best sub-graph isomorphism. The process involves the derivation of an association graph from both the relational graphs and the searching for the largest maximal clique in the association graph to represent the best correspondence between images.
FUTURE WORK
The next challenge is related to extend the incorporation of other possible spatial relationships between line segments features, such as disjoint, contains, inside, overlap and others. To improve the robustness of the method described in this paper, more varieties of relationship are needed to describe the structural information of an image. Further investigations are needed on the usage of other alternate matching primitive.
The possible alternative matching primitive is using region.
Region as matching primitives can reduce the size and complexity of the relational and association graph because the number of regions to be matched is always less than the number of line segments for any given image. The method is worthwhile to extend to other kind of features with their specific relationships. Further extension to incorporate with other feature properties such as orientation, texture and contrast is needed to increase the robustness of similarity measure.
